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EMTEQ LED Interior Lighting Selected for B767 Fleet Refresh
New Berlin, Wis., USA (March 2011) – One of the world’s largest commercial Boeing 767 fleet operators has
chosen EMTEQ, Inc. to provide LED cabin lighting which meets all interior lighting requirements to rejuvenate the
interiors of their 767 fleet. Upgrading these aircraft to EMTEQ LED lighting provides many technical benefits, and
more importantly makes for a more pleasant passenger experience.
“Our LED Wash Lighting offers immediate benefits: weight savings, reduced electrical power, increased
functionality and reliability, which means lower maintenance costs, and we’re able to do that while accomplishing
specific aesthetic goals,” said Dan Rice, Director of Air Transport for EMTEQ.
EMTEQ will be designing several new product variants for specific applications throughout the aircraft cabin,
utilizing both 28VDC and 115VAC power requirements for seamless integration. Lighting upgrades to this B767
fleet include an assortment of reading and dome lights for work lighting in the galleys, lavatory entries, cockpit
entry, and two and three unit reading light assemblies for the passenger service units throughout the passenger
seating.
Included in the upgrade is EMTEQ’s lightweight 115VAC ceiling and sidewall wash lighting (ELW83). The ELW83
wash light provides enough intensity to illuminate the ceiling of the cabin with only two sets of lights versus four
sets of fluorescent lights currently used. With dimming functionality, this product runs directly off of aircraft power
and eliminates ballasts.
Additional products include night lighting throughout the cabin, colored accent lights and call lights. The LED lights
offer reliable, consistent lighting in the aircraft’s cabin for enhanced passenger comfort and enjoyment, while
providing the operator with weight savings and longer product lifecycles than traditional interior lighting. This
interior lighting package will be certified in the beginning of 2011.

###
About EMTEQ and Its Partners
Incorporated in 1996, EMTEQ offers an extensive selection of innovative, value add products and services for
both retrofit and forward fit applications in the air transport, government systems, and corporate markets.
Products range from avionics systems installation kits, to interior lighting, to exterior lighting and structural
modification kits. To complement this product offering is EMTEQ’s unsurpassed product engineering and design,
FAA/EASA/Transport Canada certification and consulting services, and comprehensive program management.
Employing more than 400 employees worldwide, offices and manufacturing facilities are located in Miramar,
Florida; Winnipeg, Canada; Montreal, Canada; Taubaté, Brazil; Bachenbülach, Switzerland; and strategic partner
Cable Technology Inc. in Great Falls, Montana. EMTEQ complies with EN/JSIQ/AS9100:2004, ISO9001:2008, or
EN9100:2003 standards backed with FAA/EASA Part 145 Repair Stations and global technical support. Learn
more about EMTEQ and its partners at www.emteq.com.
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